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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the Online Recruitment System for Economic Experiments (ORSEE).
With this software experimenters have a free, convenient and very powerful tool to organize
their experiments and sessions in a standardized way. Additionally, ORSEE provides subject
pool statistics, a laboratory calendar, and tools for scientific exchange. A test system has been
installed in order to visually support the reader while reading the paper.1
1See http://www.orsee.org for a test system, downloads, and a complete manual.
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1 Introduction
Laboratory experimentation has been a growing field in economics for the
last decades.2 But the more experiments have been conducted in economics,
the more the issue of an appropriate methodology and organization has been
raised.
At the moment, there are the following items which are commonly agreed
to be symptomatic for economic experiments (compared to human subject
experiments in psychology and other social sciences):
– Subjects are payed for their participation.
– Payment should reflect subjects’ performance in the experiment, i.e. the
strategy space should translate to the payoff space.3
– Subjects should be volunteers motivated by the experimenters’ payment.
– Subjects should not be deceived.
However, there is a wide variety in the procedures of maintaining a sub-
ject pool and organizing experiments. In this paper we introduce the Online
Recruitment System for Economic Experiments (ORSEE), which aims
– to simplify the organization of economic laboratory experiments,
– to standardize the procedures of experiment organization,
– to depersonalize the experimenter-subject interaction,
– to allow the conduction of simple internet experiments,
– to provide information and statistics about the subject pool.
ORSEE has been implemented and has been online in Jena, Germany since
March 2003. Currently, it is used at four institutions.4 The software is main-
tained at sourceforge.net.5 There you find the orsee-announce mailing
list, a bug report and a feature request tracker. In order to support the reader
while going through this paper a test system has been installed.6
Section 2 lists the functions of ORSEE and some technical parameters.
Next, we describe the two essential views of the system: the public and the
administration area. Section 5 and 6 show how laboratory and online surveys
can be conducted in ORSEE, respectively.
Before starting, some terms used throughout this paper should be defined:
A ’session’ is defined as processing an experiment at a certain time at a certain
location. An ’experimenter’ is a person who conducts and/or administrates
2For an introduction into experimental methodology and an overview about history and topics
of experimental economics see Davis and Holt (1993), Friedman and Sunder (1994), and Kagel
and Roth (1995).
3See Harrison (1989).
4Max Planck Institute for Research into Economic Systems in Jena, Humboldt University
Berlin, University of Bonn, and University of Cologne.
5http://sourceforge.net/projects/orsee/
6http://www.orsee.org
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an experiment. A ’subject’/’participant’ is a person who is recruited to par-
ticipate in an experiment. Using ORSEE, experimenters create experiments
which may consist of several sessions and invite subjects. Invited subjects
may register themselves at one of the experiments’ sessions in order to par-
ticipate.
2 Features
2.1 General Features
– multiple laboratory/subject pool/experimenters/experiment types support
– attribute query selection (e.g., select female participants, select participants
who have not participated in experiment X)
– random recruitment of subjects out of subject pool
– structured public and internal experiment calendar including lab reserva-
tion for maintenance etc.
– reputation system (number of no-shows, i.e. the number of times a partic-
ipant registered for a session but did not show up)
– automated mailing for registration process
– subjects are informed by automated e-mails about the sessions they regis-
tered for
– rule based automated session reminder mailing
– subjects are able to manage their own account (without password, using an
individualized URL)
– overview about registration state
– experimenters are informed about session’s state by automated e-mails
– calendar and session’s participants lists in printable format (pdf)
– upload / download section
– build-in module for designing and conducting complete online surveys
– regular e-mails with experiment calendar and subject pool statistics to ex-
perimenters
– multiple experimenter/subject language support
– easily configurable via the web interface
– customizable layout
– open source
2.2 Technical Features
– LAMP application
· runs on Linux
· Apache webserver recommended
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· uses MySQL database
· implemented in PHP
– data is completely separated from the application
– recommended system: Linux on i386/i686 processors, other unixes and
Windows Server should work as well
– further requirements: PHP on command line, webalizer for usage statis-
tics, cron daemon for regular jobs
3 The Public Area
The public area is the part of ORSEE which visitors and (potential) subjects
can access without having a password. All information provided at these
pages can be edited in the administration section.
The rules page displays the general experiment rules set by the institution.
These can include rules for laboratory experiments, internet experiments,
video experiments, or online surveys. The rules should contain information
about the reputation system used, and the experimenters’ policy of handling
no-show-ups and late-comers. They should also contain general information
about the normal procedure of an experiment, if there are payments or not,
and so on. In order to deal with legal requirements and to provide trust to
potential participants ORSEE provides a privacy policy page which should
state the policy of the institution regarding the data in the recruitment system
and the data collected in experiments.
Subjects regularly have questions about details of the registration proce-
dure, the use of the system and the practices you are using to organize and
conduct experiments at your institution. The FAQ page answers these ques-
tions. They are ordered by an evaluation number, which is the sum of different
participants who thought that this note answered their question. The answer
page opens in a separate small window.
The calendar contains an overview of all experiments and their sessions.
The information about a session contains the (public) name of the experi-
ment, the time, date, duration and location of the session, and the status of
the session. The latter is denoted as free places if the registration time has
not expired and there are free places left, and as completed otherwise. Thus,
sessions which are not full already but whose registration period has expired
are marked as complete at the public area.
To register in the system, potential subjects click on the appropriate link
in the menu. First participants have to choose their own sub-subjectpool.
The page will only show up if different subgroups are defined. After having
selected their subgroup, people see the rules for experiments and the privacy
policy. They have to accept both by clicking on the acceptance button before
coming to the registration page.
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On the registration page (see Figure 1) people can enter their data. Only
the e-mail address, the last name, and the first name are required. A text
shown above the form indicates that providing additional personal informa-
tion can lead to more invitations. These details include gender, phone number,
begin of study, field of study, and profession (depending on sub-subjectpool).
Fig. 1: Participant Registration Form.
After submitting the registration form by clicking the button, the data is
checked for doubletons with already registered participants and will be in-
serted only in a temporary table. The candidates are informed that they will
receive an e-mail to the account given to confirm their registration. This aims
to avoid nonsense registrations. In their confirmation e-mail participants re-
ceive a link to click on. This brings them to a page confirming their successful
registration. Now the data will be inserted in the regular participant table.
Every e-mail participants get from the system contains a link in the footer,
which leads to the participant data editing page. Here a form similar to the
registration form allows the user to change his data or to unsubscribe in order
not to get further invitations. To keep database integrity the account is not
deleted internally. If the subject tries later to register again with the system,
the system recognizes him and an experimenter can reactivate his account
by hand. On the privacy policy page we use to declare that we will delete
personal data on written request (see next Section 4).
An experiment invitation e-mail (see Figure 2) includes another link which
leads to the participant’s experiment registration page (see Figure 3). This
page consists of three parts:
– a list of future sessions of all experiments the participant has been invited
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Fig. 2: Experiment invitation e-mail.
for, yet has not participated or registered so far and for which the registra-
tion period has not expired
– a list of the future experiment sessions the participant has already regis-
tered for
– a list of former sessions a participant was registered for, including a sum-
mary of finished sessions
While the two latter parts only have informational character, the first list
contains small register buttons on the right side. If a user clicks on one of
these buttons, he registers for the corresponding session. A text above the
page informs participants about the binding character of the registration. At
the same time an e-mail is sent out to the participant’s e-mail address to in-
form him again about the successful registration, containing the date, time,
and location of the session.
At a time specified at the administration page for the session a subject has
registered for (e.g., 48 hours before the session starts), a session reminder
e-mail is sent out to the participant.
ORSEE provides no mean for subjects to deregister from a session. We
rather encourage subjects to check thoroughly if they are available for the
time of the session at the moment of experiment registration. However, if
there are reasons beyond his control, the participant can write an e-mail as a
reply to his registration e-mail, and the experimenter will deregister him.
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Fig. 3: Experiment registration page.
4 The Administration Area
To access the administration area, an experimenter has to log in first. User-
names, passwords, and user rights are provided by a superuser administrator.
Beside the experiment organization logic, the administration area provides
a bunch of useful functions. In the options section nearly all settings re-
garding the system can be done. These are general settings as system e-mail
sender address, defaults for forms and output, colors used, professions and
fields of study known by the system, the schedule of regular tasks to be done
automatically by the system, default e-mail texts, the page content for the
public pages, and the FAQs listed in the public area.
In this section, also the laboratories the system serves on can be registered.
You may create different public experiment types to which participants may
subscribe and match them with the internal experiment types implemented in
ORSEE (laboratory and internet experiments, online surveys).
Different sub-subjectpools can be set up. At time of registration, subjects
self-select to a subject pool by a provided self description. This allows you
to administrate different populations, for example undergraduate students at
your university, professional internet experiment participants, PhD students,
and so on.
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A special strength of ORSEE is it’s multilingualism. Every output by the
system (e-mails, pages, pdf files etc.) is configured in a huge language table.
Thus, every experimenter and even every participant may select the language
to communicate with the system given that the language is installed. You may
edit all output via the web interface, and even create a new language. To do
this, you have to translate the terms of an existing language to yours.
Fig. 4: Internal Experiment Calendar.
The experiment calendar (see Figure 4) provides the current state of lab-
oratory booking, but also the timing and registration state of sessions etc.
You may access the experiments, sessions and participant lists directly from
the calendar. The calendar is sent to subscribed experimenters as a regular
system task.
In the downloads section all general uploads like the system’s manual and
files for experiments (like instructions, programs, presentations) uploaded by
experimenters can be found. This facilitates collaboration and learning be-
tween experimenters.
The participants section allows the experimenter to maintain the sub-
ject pool. You have the option to search through the current subject pool or
’deleted’ participants (see below), to add new participants or to send out bulk
mails to selected subjects. At each participant’s page, you will see a com-
plete history of his experiment registrations and participation (see Figure 5).
To keep database integrity, in ORSEE you cannot really delete a participant
from the database. There are three options you have:
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Fig. 5: Participant Edit Page.
1. You can unsubscribe the subject. This is what the participant can also do
himself at his personal data page. An unsubscribed participant will not
receive any invitations to experiment sessions anymore.
2. You can exclude the subject. This is nothing else than the unsubscription
with an additional flag set that it was not the participant’s choice to get
unsubscribed. A reason for exclusion might be that the subject has not
shown up at his booked experiment sessions for a certain number of times.
3. You may empty the subject’s personal data. This option is included due
to privacy issues. Only the subject’s ID will be kept in the system, but all
personal data will be deleted. You may recover unsubscribed and excluded
participant entries, but not emptied ones.
A comprehensive statistics section provides user with summarizing data.
All actions of participants in the public area, experimenter actions in the ad-
ministration area, and all runs of regular tasks by the system are logged to the
database. In this section you can surf these log files.
Moreover, you may have a look at the complete webserver statistics for
the system’s server directory (generated by webalizer), graphs and tables for
experiment participation and user actions, and full subject pool statistics for
gender, profession, field of studies, experience, no-shows per month and per
count, which can be restricted to sub-subjectpools (see Figure 6).
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Fig. 6: Subjectpool Statistics.
5 Conducting a Laboratory Experiment
In this section we will describe the procedure of organizing a laboratory ex-
periment with ORSEE. The experiment overview page lists the current ex-
periments already registered in the system (see Figure 7). To list only the
experimenter’s or already finished experiments, use the links in the menu on
the left side.
From here the experimenter may access the experiment main page of the
listed experiments by clicking on the appropriate name, or create a new exper-
iment. On the experiment creation page (Figure 8) she fills in the internal
and public name of the experiment, a description, the type of experiment, her
name and e-mail address. The public name is used to identify the experiment
in the subject area of the system, the internal name is used at the administra-
tion pages and in e-mails to experimenters.
After adding an experiment, the experimenter uses the session creation
page (which is accessible from the experiment’s main page) to register each
of the planned sessions with date and time, laboratory, experiment duration,
number of participants needed and over-recruited, the time of registration,
and when the reminder should be sent to registered participants (see Fig-
ure 9). When creating or editing a session the system checks whether the
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Fig. 7: Experiment Overview.
Fig. 8: Experiment Creation Page.
session clashes with another laboratory booking and the experimenter gets a
feedback.
Next, she assigns subjects registered in the database to her experiment.
When doing so, she can use different queries including name, e-mail-address,
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Fig. 9: Session Creation Page.
number of no-shows and registrations, sub-subjectpool, gender, profession,
field and start of studies, and participation/registration at certain old experi-
ments.
ORSEE provides the feature to select a random subsample of a defined size
from the registered participants matching the query. This should be used to
prevent a bias regarding the fact that some subjects have immediate and more
often internet access than others.
Once participants are assigned, the experimenter sends an invitation e-
mail which lists the sessions’ dates and times and includes a link to the sub-
jects’ individualized registration page. Following this link the subject can
choose one date out of the sessions available. When registering for a session,
a confirmation e-mail is sent to the subject.
When the registration period expires, a regular job of the system checks
the state of registration for the experiment. For each session, the experimenter
gets an e-mail informing her about the number of subjects registered, and
having attached a pdf-file containing the list of the names of participants. In
case of too few registrations the experimenter may now extend the registration
period, or cancel the session at the very end. At the time specified at the
sessions’s edit page the session reminder e-mail will be sent out.
During the whole registration process, the experimenter can observe the
current state of each session at the experiment main page. There are four
states of a specific session:
1. Not complete: There are not enough participants.
2. About complete: There are as much participants as explicitly needed for
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Fig. 10: Participant Query.
the experiment, but not enough reserve participants.
3. Complete: The number of required participants plus the reserve is reached.
4. Finished: All data was filled in for the session. The participation data will
be used for the reputation system.
We distinguish between five different independent states (flags) of a par-
ticipant with regards to a certain experiment:
1. Assigned: The participant is allowed to register for a session of this expe-
riment.
2. Invited: The participant received an invitation e-mail from the system.
3. Registered: The participant is registered for a certain session of a labora-
tory experiment.
4. Showed-up: The participant was at the right location at the right time.
5. Participated: The participant really played the game.
The experimenter may also visit the actual participant list for each session
(Figure 11).
When everything is o.k., the experimenter conducts her experimental ses-
sion in the laboratory. She fills in the show-up and participation data for all
participants. When all data is filled in, she marks the session as finished, and
its data will be included in the calculation of reputation score for the partici-
pants. When all sessions are done, the experimenter marks the experiment as
finished, and it will be listed in the "old experiments" section.
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Fig. 11: Participant List for a Session.
6 Conducting an Online Survey
A special experiment type implemented in ORSEE is an ’Online Survey’.7
After creation of the experiment, the experimenter fills in a special properties
page stating the start and stop time of the survey, the browser window size,
and a short description of the experiment (mentioning required technology
for participation and so on). The experimenter can restrict the participation to
invited subjects from the known subject pool or can allow for free registration,
specifying whether unknown participants have to fill in a personal data form.
An online survey may consist of an introductory page, an instruction page,
the personal data form, a number of questions, and an ending page. Each part
is freely configurable in ORSEE. Questions are of a certain type, have certain
predefined answering options, and are organized in items. ORSEE supports
’text lines’ and ’text fields’, ’select fields’ for numbers and text, ’checkboxes’
and ’radio buttons’. The latter two can be presented as matrices. Questions
and items can be given a numbered or random order.
After having created and configured all pages and questions, the survey is
ready to start. Invited subjects can follow a link in their invitation e-mail to
participate, and if free participation is enabled, the experiment is listed in the
’Internet Experiments’ section of the public area. From the time specified as
the start time of the survey subjects are allowed to fill in the questionnaire.
7For the implementation of this module, we used methods described in Greiner, Jacobsen and
Schmidt (2003).
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While the survey is running, the experimenter can observe the participation
rate and some simple average statistics of answers.
When the survey time runs out, no subject can start the survey anymore.
The experimenter may extend the time or end the survey by marking it as
finished. Participant and decision data may be downloaded separately as excel
spreadsheets.
7 License
The Online Recruitment System for Economic Experiments is available un-
der a special open source license called ’Citeware’. Specifically, the source
code may be copied, modified and distributed under terms complying with
the Open Source Definition of the Free Software Foundation. However, the
use of derivative products is restricted in a way that any academic report, pub-
lication, or other academic disclosure of results obtained with the use of this
software will acknowledge the software’s use by an appropriate citation of
this paper.
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